INTRODUCTION
Defining and measuring internationality as a function of influence diffusion of scientific journals is an open problem. Until last year, there was no metric to rank journals based on the extent or scale of internationality. [1] Measuring internationality is qualitative, vague, open to interpretation and is limited by vested interests. With the tremendous increase in the number of journals in various fields and the unflinching desire of academicians across the globe to publish in "international" journals, it has become an absolute necessity to evaluate, rank and categorize journals based on internationality. In recent times, various authors and research scholars have been exploring means to find suitable and reputed "international" journals for publication of their research work. The drive behind this is to own appreciation or award for the quality work that they do. Also, institutional assessment and evaluation depends heavily on peer-reviewed publications, academia or research labs alike. Thus, evaluating internationality is an open problem owing to the fact that such journals are vast in number; a plethora of such entities claim to be international but citations, influence and other indicators are a bare minimum.
Data collected from IEEE Xplore in the year 2009 showed an exponential increase of 25% in international journal publications (www.journalmetrics.com), when compared with previous years. A study conducted by Buchandiran [2] reveals an enormous increase in publication of journals between the years 2004 and 2009, whereby in the year 2009, 6,132 Indian institutions have contributed 23,745 papers out of which 15,880 were from academic institutions. This clearly shows that academic institutions contribute to the majority of such published work. Elsevier's Scopus covered 15,376 publications till 2014 and Thomson Reuters Web of Science covered 8,262 publications in the same field. The raw numbers are encouraging but pose serious challenges as most of the journals claim to be "international". To aggravate the landscape further, predatory publishers who unethically and unprofessionally exploit the open access publishing model for financial rewards, have crowded the scientific publishing space. This is a period of publication explosion with nearly 2.5 million new scientific papers being published each year. The increasing pressure on authors and research scholars to publish in international journals or perish have lead to this deluge. The anxiety of the scholars are aptly put to use by various predatory publishers hiding behind the title International for attracting submissions by giving impressions of Internationality through origin of editors, ISSN or editorial members rather than the quality. Unfortunately, the authors of the manuscript could not find unambiguous guidelines or scholarly references to the "internationality classification of journals". The popular perception encourages us to believe in the doctrine that "A journal is either International or NOT!" advocating binary discrimination philosophy. This paper dispels the fallacy of national and international journals by using supervised Machine Learning techniques like binary classification and also investigates the premises of classification by posing the following questions 1. Is journal classification by internationality a binary problem or much more complex and granular?
2. Is journal labeling based on internationality a post-facto analysis?
3. How reasonable is an "a-priori" perceptive understanding of journal internationality index based on non quantifiable information?
The proposed methodology will test the hypothesis of binarization based on a Bayesian approach. In machine learning, classification is the problem of identifying belongingness of a new observation to a set of categories, on the basis of a training set of data containing observations (or instances) whose category membership is known a-priori. If instances are given with known labels, then the learning is called supervised learning and the data set is known as training set. When the instances are classified into two categories based on whether an instance has some qualitative property (features), it is known as binary or binomial classification. Binary classification generally falls into the domain of supervised learning since the training dataset is labeled. In binary classification, only 2 classes are involved i.e. instances can be assigned to one of the two classes. If we pose the problem of classifying journals as national or international based on internationality index, this binary classification logic would be fallacious. There must be proper discrimination between international and national journals (rather a graded and much finer classification paradigm among International journals), guided by the principles of statistical Machine Learning aided and abetted by the features. These features or indicators are well studied in. [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] Issues in existing binarization doctrine: The existing classification methods of journals as national and "international" is merely based on some thumb rules such as: Impact factor, nationality of journal and H-index. Such doctrine is not reliable and many a times lead to blurry conclusions and easy manipulations. The authors listed a few pointers in this direction that raise alarm and investigates the existing doctrine being practiced.
• Cases where Jeaffrey Beall classified Frontier journals as predatory since they are open access!! Is the problem, journal classification, so naive? The authors respectfully disagree.
• The habitability problem, before major quantification initiatives were taken up, was not posed as a binary problem. It could easily have been formulated as exoplanets being habitable or not. [9] But it was not, posed instead as a three class problem and later modified to be formulated as multi (more than three) class problem.
• Any one feature or two are not adequate to solve such a problem, rather the problem is non linear and dependent upon the complex dynamics of multiple features and class annotations
• The solution best case scenario within such a binarization doctrine may throw up some insight into the reliability of such a doctrine
We adopt a machine learning driven approach to tackle the problems stated above. The field of Machine Learning integrates many distinct approaches such as probability theory, logic, combinatorial optimization, randomized search, statistics, reinforcement learning and control theory well explained in. [10] [11] [12] The anatomy of a typical machine learning problem relies on data as input and the learning algorithm to produce a model as output. Predominantly, there are two kinds of Machine Learning algorithms: Supervised and Unsuper-vised. Supervised learning is the machine learning task of inferring a function from labeled training data. The training data consist of a set of training examples. On the contrary, unsupervised learning allows the algorithm divide the input dataset into subsets and clusters them depending on its own similarity computation. There is no label associated with the input.
Binary Classification would generally fall into the domain of Supervised Learning since the training dataset is labeled. As the name suggests, it is simply a special case in which there are only two classes. Some typical examples include credit Card Fraudulent Transaction detection (Fraud or no fraud), medical diagnosis and Spam detection (Spam and regular email). There exists various paradigms that are used for learning binary classifiers. These include Decision Trees, Neural Networks, Bayesian Classification and Support Vector Machine among other methods. Multi-class classification deals with the scenario where each training point belongs to one of the N different classes. The goal is to construct a function which, given a new data point, will correctly predict the class the new point belongs to. Some typical examples include handwriting recognition, sentiment analysis and document classification.
• The significance of internationality quantification seems prudent as the other option of considering journals published from Mexico or Canada while geophysically located in the North Americas is simply not Science!
• The idea of classifying scholarly journals into two classes may be an oversimplification, since internationality score is granulated, as demonstrated in. [13] • For the same reason stated above, the binary classification doctrine seem unfair as some journals may lose out marginally.
• For all of the above reasons, the binary classification "theory" must be put to stringent scrutiny by adopting a machine classification approach.
• Some ground rules founded on sophisticated mathematical and modeling principles are in order to avoid frequent misclassification of journals based on internationality. To serve that purpose well, the binarization hypothesis, if it is a major impediment to that process, need to be studied in detail.
• Some baseline for future debate and scientific critique regarding journal internationality needs to be drawn.
• Finally, some groundwork must be laid to explore an alternative, multi-class discrimination paradigm for journal internationality. This is, however, beyond the scope of the current manuscript and marked as future work.
Remark: One might argue the literature on existing classification approaches is basically missing. This is where the manuscript intends to score. There is no comparative studies available on internationality classification problem. There is a hand-waving theory that journals are International or National. The literature on existing classification approaches is basically missing because there is no literature. No classification approach has ever been tried on the journal interna-tionality problem.
There is no machine learning based classification approach to compare with. Our approach borders on a completely new postulate and that statement is quite categorically established through the remainder of the text.
OUR CONTRIBUTION
We aim to accomplish and show the following using Bayesian minimum error rate classifier and perform theoretical estimation of error bound.
Technical contribution
• Construct decision rules by converting a priori class probability ω i into a measurement conditioned probability, ω
x This is known as the posterior probability.
• Formulate a measure of expected classification risk, known as classification error.
• Choose decision rule that minimizes the risk i.e the risk of misclassifying a national journal as international journal and vice versa.
• Establish bounds of risk and show that there exists an onedimensional risk bound for the multidimensional density function under the assumption of Gaussian distribution.
Scientometric contribution
• Under the risk-minimal scheme of classification of journals, identify journals which are claimed as national or international wrongly and establish the hypothesis that journal classification based on internationality should not be posed as a binary problem.
• Establish the fact that Internationality of a journal is not orthogonal to quality, impact and influence. The grading parameters are different. The process of evaluation internationality intersects with journal influence on academic community. Therefore, instead of classifying journals as National or International, we should classify internationality in to different grades, similar to what Scimagojr does to the quality grading (Q1-Q4) of journals. [14] The internationality gradation and ranking is not present in theory or practice, even by the leaders such as Clarivate Analytics and Scimago Labs.
It is imperative to rather admit that the classification problem is more granular. Therefore, more than two classes based on features and data seem fair. We set up the problem as a two class discrimination and demonstrate the fallacy of such scheme. This approach is a probable fundamental change in the way internationality of journals is studied. Beyond reasonable doubt, this is our greatest contribution in terms of originality.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. We present a few standard definitions and metrics, commonly used and widely known. Next, the flaws and limitations are discussed followed by remedial and novel metric definitions. Finally, the methodology adopted and fallacy of classification doctrine are justified. The flow of arguments between sections is interlaced with theoretical bound estimation. where x i : is the i-th order statistic, i.e., the i-th smallest number in the sample;
BASIC CONCEPTS, DEFINITIONS, REMEDIAL METRICS
x x x n n = + + ( ) 1 
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/ is the sample mean. The constants a i are given by
where m m m n T = ( , ., ) 1  and m m n 1 , .,  are the expected values of the order statistics of independent and identically distributed random variables sampled from the standard normal distribution, and V is the covariance matrix of those order statistics.
• Minimum Error Rate Classifier: In classification problems, each state of nature is associated with a different one of the classes, and the action a i is usually interpreted as the decision that the true state of nature is w i . If action a i is taken and the true state of nature is w i then the decision is correct if i = j and in error if i ǂ j. If errors are to be avoided, it is natural to seek a decision rule that minimizes the probability of error i.e. the error rate.
• NLIQ: Papers published in one journal cite papers from the same journal much more often than those from different journals, regardless of the journals SNIP value. This, too, leads to a cycle wherein an individual journals prestige is increased by virtue of increased citations from within. It should be noted that journals of higher SNIP value have a lower NLIQ value compared to journals of lower SNIP value meaning citations are mostly restricted to the same journal they originate from. This in no way implies that there is a correlation between the two; [15] merely revealing that journals most people would consider to be highly ranked (i.e by having higher SNIP values) exhibit only a low level of non-local influence. Evidently, information about the internationality of these journals is incompletewhether the authors are from the same institution or the same country or merely citing their previous works or those of colleagues due to reciprocity, as previously mentioned -is not known. Echoing the definition from Ginde et al, [1] NLIQ is the number of citations made by articles published in a journal X to articles published in different journals divided by the total number of citations made by all papers in that journal X. Clearly, higher the number of external citations made by articles in a journal, higher the NLIQ of that journal.
• OCQ (Other Citation Quotient): reflects a journals integrity owing to the fact that no legitimate journal will promote authors and allow them to indiscreetly cite their own work.
• H Index: The h index expresses the journals number of articles (h) that have received at least h citations • ICQ (International collaboration quotient) accounts for the articles that have been produced by researchers from several countries. In order to compute this parameter, we first extracted the country information of the journal and then the author affiliations for each one of the published articles in that journal. Every authors country is matched with the country of publishing journal. Ratio is calculated on the basis of weights assigned to different combination of authors affiliation and origin of the publishing journal These four parameters, NLIQ, OCQ, ICR and H-index constitute the feature vector, X in the classifier design.
Proposed Model

Minimum Error Classifier
Let us design an autonomous classification scheme to identify two types of journals, based on internationality, an indicator hard to quantify, until recently by. [15] Supervised classification works with samples from different classes. We consider some samples from each of the classes and make a set of samples known as training set. The class labels of each sample are know a-priori. A measurable quantity is considered as a feature. Let X be a feature vector. X can be one dimensional or multidimensional. Let us consider IC and NLIQ to begin with, to construct 2 dimensional feature space, which may be extended by including the features OCQ and H-index. We shall illustrate the feature extraction later in the algorithm section. The selected features should give good discrimination between two classes. The selected features mentioned above are typical of the type of journals. However some entities in both classes do exist which are atypical. We hope that such cases don't happen too often.
We consider some samples from every class w i and measure the value of X for every class and compute the probability density function (pdf) of X for every class w i i.e p X i ( | ) w where i varies from 1 to c, the total number of classes. If any unknown sample needs to be identified, we have to measure the feature X for that sample and take the decision in favor of an appropriate class. By probability theory,
action state/class associated probability
w is the probability that class is w i given the feature x and p X i ( | ) w is the class conditional density function for class w i .
Using equations (1) and (2), we obtain 
METHODOLOGY
Let us begin by accepting the binarization doctrine and analyze a best case solution scenario suitable to validate the doctrine; the outcome of such solution scheme (classification scheme) may support the doctrine or may produce counter examples! In case we encounter counter examples, given that there may not exist a better scheme to turn around the counter examples thus produced, it is reasonable to doubt the doctrine. Discussing the fallacy of the doctrine would be the next step (evidently no clear demarcation between National and International journals). Thus by invalidating the doctrine of binary classification, we justify the problem as multi-class and construct a baseline for future research i.e propose the possibility of constructing a multi-class classifier by using deep learning or gradient boosted methods. These methods, hopefully shall capture the inherent complexity of such classification problem.
We propose a framework for binary classification of journals and further prove that, due to granularity of internationality indicator values, journals should be classified into three classes of internationality namely, Low, Moderate and High. This would be a multi-class classification problem. Figure(1) shows the steps to follow for binary classification of journals as national or international.
X is a d dimension feature vector i.e X R d ∈ belonging to the feature space which is the space of Scientometric indicators.
We construct a minimum error rate classifier which helps us in deciding the internationality or nationality of journal on the basis of values of different features.The features for journal we consider are OCQ (Other Citation Quotient), NLIQ (Non Local Influence Quotient), IC (International Collaboration Ratio) and HINDEX (defined in the previous section). equal to zero when i = j because we take the action a j (i.e we assign unknown sample to class w j ) and the correct action or class is w j . However, as noted in minimum error rate classifier, there exists some non zero probability of taking action in favor of the other class in a binary setting. Let us consider a binary classification problem i.e c = 2 and w 1 and w 2 are the two classes.
we assign the unknown sample to the class
we assign the unknown sample to the class w i . This type of a decision rule works on the principle that if we take decision in favor of that class unknown samples are assigned to that minimizes the risk in the process. This type of classifier is known as Minimum Risk Classifier.
Let us consider the case when
This decision rule sounds accurate since the loss incurred in taking the wrong decision is always greater than the loss incurred in taking the right decision. Similarly, a decision rule for the case may be constructed where R X R X ( | ) ( | ). α α 
Minimum Error Rate Classifier
Define the zero-one loss function as: If we consider the two class case (binary), then P X P X P X P X
If we assign any new unknown sample to any one class then there is finite probability of its association to other class. This indicates the measure of error in the Bayes Decision Rule. It is also common knowledge that error in classification will crop up whenever features overlap. Therefore the classification risk, P(error) indicating the likelihood of an incorrect decision, is introduced. If for any unknown sample X,
> then the classifier may decide in favor of class w 2 producing an error of the form P X ( | ). w 1 OTOH, for any unknown sample X, P X P
< then the classifier takes decision in favor of class w 1 and P X ( | ) w 2 is the error. We construct a Bayesian decision rule that ensures the error be minimized. This is known as the Minimum Error Classifier.
= the classifier fails to arrive at a decision. Please note, even if the posterior densities are continuous (we assume this to be true), this form ofconditional error makes the integrand discontinuous when the full error is computed. This is the reason, bounds of error(risk) need to be evaluated.
Minimum Risk Classifier
Some loss is always incurred if classifier takes a wrong decision regarding the classification task. We define this loss by formulating a loss function λ α ω ( | ).
i j Loss function is more general compared to the probability of error. It quantifies the loss incurred in taking an action a i when the action (or class-National or international Journal, in our case) is w j . The action a i implies assigning unknown samples to one of the classes w i among all the c classes where c is the total number of classes.
We may represent loss function λ α ω ( | ) i j as l ij . Expected Loss can be defined as
where w j (we don't know the true action(or class)) is the true action (or class), R X i ( | ) a is the expected loss or risk function known as conditional risk, a i is the action in favor of w i X , is the feature vector of dimension d, P X j ( | ) w is the posterior probability and c is the total number of classes. l ij should be > classifying x R ∈ 1 is better since the smaller quantity will contribute to the error integral. However, if the journal classification problem is not posed as a binary problem, there are more ways to be wrong than to be right. We then compute the probability of being correct i.e.
P
Px
The decision rule guarantees the lowest average error rate. In the two-class case, the general error integral may be approximated analytically to provide an upper bound. We present the result for error in the Gaussian case (two category, multi dimensional data for the journal classification problem). The general error integral may be approximated by an analytical upper bound. We shall present a lemma which verifies this claim.
Lemma 1: P(error), error of misclassification in the binary classification problem is bounded above by
The integral spans the feature space as there is no need to impose limits of integration corresponding to decision boundaries. Since we assumed class-conditional probabilities to be normal, it may be shown that the integral on the right equals e k − ( ) β implying the error is optimized in 1-D space even though the distribution belongs to a space of higher dimensions, where
Remark: One dimensional error bound is possible in a multi variate problem. This is encouraging.
Proof: We require the following identity:
Bound Under Min Max Risk Criterion:
We now proceed to analyze the bounds of risk incurred during the classification task. Define R 1 as the region in the feature space where the classifier decides w 1 and R 2 as the region in the feature space where the classifier decides w 2 . We may define risk as an integral over the decision space,
Equivalently,
The prior/posterior probabilities for the classes in a two class problem are related by
Since the loss incurred in taking the wrong decision is always greater than the loss incurred in taking the right decision, we have
Under zero one loss function, the risk is recomputed as
This is the bound on risk under Min-Max Criterion.
ω ω ω ω Error probabilities and the classification problem:
Since the problem is posed as binary, let us gain some insight into the source of errors, for the two class problem. This is equivalent to partitioning the decision space into two regions R 1 and R 2 and investigating the affiliation of an observation point, x (sample journal from the test set) to R 2 when the true class is ω 1 1 , or X R ∈ and the true class being w 2 . These are mutually exclusive and exhaustive. Note, and thus to p = 0.5. This implies, the limit probabilities on 
Next, 
Hence the proof. Table 2 contains the computed values of the error bounds for a particular choice of the likelihood, consistent with the derived error bounds.
Then,
We know,
Applying the inequality to the integral above, we obtain
An illustrative example: b can't be identically 0 or 1, since that would indicate the prior probabilities w.r.t classes w 1 and w 2 respectively to be heavily biased toward one particular class. This is not the case as the problem considers samples almost equally distributed to two classes (please refer to the data set in the appendix). The prior probability in this case is generated from the algorithm and the data set. Table 1 presents different values of upper bound for different b values. Careful manipulations would lead to tighter error bounds by fixing convenient choices of the likelihood. We prove the following lemma to establish the assertion. for any β > 0 with a suitable choice of the likelihood, p to tighten the bound.
• It can also be shown that, the upper bound is given by from the dominating classes and other classes with the total number of samples belonging to one class being equal to the number of samples in the other class, as it has the least number of samples. Then this balanced dataset is divided in a suitable ratio where the larger portion was that of the training set. This cycle of balancing the data set artificially, dividing it, training and testing a classifier was performed multiple times, and the mean accuracy of all the trials was considered to be representative of the potential of a classifier. By artificial balancing, the reported accuracies are also more reliable than without balancing. The model and error bound are considered for balanced data as practice i.e the prior probability of both classes being equal. If this is not the case such as the present data set where, P(w 1 ) = 0.52 and P(w 2 ) = 0.48, the error bound may be affected. We consider the error bound assuming equal prior probabilities under Bayesian error rate with the Neyman-Pearson condition and Cauchy conditional distribution (Lemma 3). The imbalance in data ( different prior probabilities) is then accounted for by modeling the prior probability and a new error bound is computed. It is then shown that, as long as the amount of imbalance is not significant to the extent of imparting noteworthy class bias, the error bound is identical to the original error bound in the limiting sense (Lemma 4 
Probability of Error under Cauchy Conditional Density: Thicker tailed distribution
If there exists minimum overlap between the features, we may assume two identical distributions in one dimension to accommodate the two-class problem (this holds good once feature ranking is accomplished and it is ascertained that certain features may be ignored, a straightforward task). Cauchy density represents data with thicker tails. Fat tails may be a possibility and represent skewness in data which may well be the case in the context of the problem. Therefore, instead of using multiple one dimensional normal density, Cauchy distribution is used. Estimating/approximating normal distributions from a fat-tailed one (such as Cauchy distribution) could prove untenable. This is the reason, we investigate the probability of error bound under the assumption of Cauchy conditional density,
where are the two classes, national and international, a i are the peaks of the two distributions, b is the width, and without loss of generality, a 1 > a 2 . This is mathematically equivalent to Bayesian error rate with the Neyman-Pearson condition. Sporadic labeling may cause extreme events. The model should explain such events, however small the probability of those events be. The risk/payoff could very well be unwise to ignore! Imagine a journal being assigned different labels by different indexing/database services.
Artificial Balancing of data: From a data analytic point of view, if most of the samples in the dataset belong to one class, it is known as data bias and can lead to over-fitting, i.e., when a classifier becomes overly complex and extremely sensitive to the nuances in the data. Over-fitting is a problem that needs to be dealt with carefully and not be overlooked as an administrative task. If a dataset has number of samples belonging to one class over a thousand times the total number of samples belonging to all the other classes, just reporting the numeric accuracy obtained by directly feeding the data to train a classifier would be an incorrect methodology. To counter the potential problems due to the dominance by a single class, artificially balanced datasets are used by considering random samples
x a x a 1 2
Consequently, the expression for risk is obtained.
This happens if a 1 = a 2 i.e. when both distributions are same.
Since arctan is strictly bounded by , 2 
In that case , what would be the probability(error)? The answer is contained in the following lemma.
Lemma 4: Probability of error varies linearly with the magnitude of data imbalance, in the event samples are not equally distributed among classes.
Proof of Lemma 4:
From the previous lemma, where the samples are equally distributed in two classes (number of journals in class national and international is equal).
So, ( | ) ( | ) a rctan 1 2
To evaluate and simplify the integral, we follow the following steps: 
Thus, the multivariate density becomes a product of independent univariate density functions.
Discriminant Function
Assume, there exists 2 classes according to the common wisdom of classifying internationality. The evaluation of discriminant function for every class is the next task needs to be accomplished. This is necessary since classifier assigns unknown sample to the class having maximum value for the discriminant function.
has to be minimized while maximizing the discriminant function in order to design the minimum risk classifier.
It is known that, minimum error rate classifier requires P X i ( | ) w to be maximized while discriminant function needs to be maximized. Therefore,
We also note that, the discriminant function is not unique because if we consider f(g i (X)) to be monotonically increasing, we may use either g i (X) or f(g i (X)). This is advantageous because if g i (X) is hard to compute, we may resort to a comparatively easy calculation of f(g i (X)). We use minimum error rate classifier and proceed further by rewriting the discriminant function as
ω ω p(X) appears in the denominator of every discriminant function. This is a scale factor and has no effect. Therefore, we can exclude this so that g X p X P
The product in the expression is difficult to analyze compared to additive terms. The problem is solved by considering a monotonically increasing function such as the log function, and being the two classes, National and International. We obtain the following decision rule, g X g X g X g X
Next, decision boundary between the two classes is defined as g 1 (X) = g 2 (X) i.e. g 1 (X) − g 2 (X) = 0.
Let g(X) = g 1 (X) − g 2 (X).
between the two risks is negligible as long as the amount of class imbalance is insignificantly small as shown in Figure 2 .
Remark2: Covariance & Covariance matrix: Covariance is a measure of the joint variability of two random variables. Given two random variables X and Y, their co-variance is,
It is well known that, cross-covariances are zero for statistically independent variables. Covariance matrix is a matrix whose element in the i, j position is the covariance between the i-th and j-th elements of a random vector. The covariance matrix provides a succinct way to summarize the covariances of all pairs of variables. In our case, the covariance matrix between the four features is the following : Proof: Multivariate normal density pdf is written as:
where, X is a d dimensional feature vector; ∑ is a d × d matrix called the covariance matrix, m is the mean vector of the feature vector The class conditional density for class w i with mean m i and covariance matrix Σ i can now be defined as
We obtain the expression for discriminant function of class w i using the class conditional density of class w i i.e p X i ( | ) w as
implies the Bayes' classifier can take care of linearly non separable classes.
THE LOSS FUNCTION AND RISK BOUND IN INTERNATIONALITY CLASSIFICATION
Losses which may occur during the classification are described in the following manner: l 11 = loss occurred when we take action for a journal in favor of class national and the true class is national. l 12 = loss occurred when we take action for a journal in favor of class international and the true class is national l 21 = loss occurred when we take action for a journal in favor of class international and the true class is international l 22 = loss occurred when we take action for a journal in favor of class international and the true class is international Intuitively, l 11 < l 12 and l 21 > l 22 because the loss occurred in making a wrong decision is obviously greater than the loss occurred in making the correct one. In the context of our problem, l 2 > l 2 i.e the loss in classifying a national journal as international is more than the cost of classifying international journal as national journal. This is analogous to the extent of damage caused in a security system granting authentication to an unknown person compared to not providing authentication to the known/authorized person. The losses in journal classification are not homogeneous and the cost in classifying a national journal as international journal is more than the cost of classifying an international journal as national.
If a journal is classified as national the expected risk associated with this action is defined as This yields the expression for the discriminant function,
We assume probability density function as normal whose pdf is:
In order to establish bounds of risk and to show that there exist an one-dimensional risk bound for the multidimensional density function, we assume that the features follow multidimensional Gaussian distribution. To check normality of features we perform Shapiro-Wilk test. The Shapiro-Wilk test utilizes the null hypothesis principle to check whether samples x 1 , x 2 , ...,x n from a normally distributed population. The null-hypothesis of this test is that the population is normally distributed. Thus, if the p-value is less than the chosen alpha level, then the null hypothesis is rejected and there is evidence that the data tested are not from a normally distributed population. On the contrary, if the p-value is greater than the chosen alpha level, then the null hypothesis that the data came from a normally distributed population cannot be rejected. The test statistic is The constants a i are given by
where m m m n T = ( , ., ) 1  and m i ,....,m n are the expected values of the order statistics of independent and identically distributed random variables sampled from the standard normal distribution, and V is the covariance matrix of those order statistics. Each feature in the feature space is checked for normality. This justifies using a multivariate normal pdf. when our feature vector is multidimensional then the multivariate normal density pdf is: If
By probability theory, 0 1
Using the axiom of probability theory i.e. P x P x ( | ) | , ω ω 
Finally, the upper and lower bounds are obtained by combining inequalities as shown in Table 3 . 
EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
We considered 42 journals (Please see Appendix -Tables  5,6 ,7) which are divided into National journals and International journals from different countries, labeled by the authentic indexing service, Scimagojr. The division is done in such a way that class bias ceases to exist. Once the journals are selected, the values of the features defined in section 4.3 are scraped and organized by using algorithms written specifically for this purpose ( Please see Algorithms 3 to 9). The data set consist of journals from four fields of science namely environmental, agronomy and crop, earth and planetary and agricultural and biological. We perform the task of classification by imple-
where a is the action taken in favor of class national for a journal and X is a d dimensional feature vector. OTOH, if we classify a journal as international, the expected risk due to this action is formulated as
where a 2 is the action taken in the favor of class international for a journal. This yields the following decision rule:
< assign journal to class national.
; assign journal to class international. The rule is translated in the form of an algorithm.
Upper bound and lower bound of Risk under Zero-One classification cost
We present further discussions on error bounds for special cases. Let us consider zero-one classification cost i.e l 11 = l 22 = 0 and l 12 = l 21 = 1. For a two class problem such as journal internationality, we have, prior probability of the class "international journal", P(w 2 ) = 1 -P(w 1 ) where P(w 1 ) is the prior probability of the class "national journal". Applying zero one loss function in the context of our problem converts equation 5 to R(a 1 | X) = P (w 2 | X) i.e. R(a 1 | X) = 1 -P (w 1 | X) and equation 6 becomes R(a 2 | X) = P (w 1 | X) i.e R(a 2 | X) = 1 -P (w 2 | X). The Risk integral is given by Further it can be shown that, the probability of error is bounded below and above by the following
data was presented by the website causing us continuously analyze and update the script to handle the anomalies as and when they were discovered. The task ended with getting information for all the ACM journals in top down fashion. The script started from the highest level, i.e. the journal and moved to the next level, discovering all the volumes and issues of it and moved to the final level of fetching data regarding all the articles for every issue.
Data cleansing and preprocessing algorithms
Scraped data needs to be processed further to make it ready for analysis. Separating useful information from a long string, deriving new metrics from the scraped metrics are few of the data preprocessing operations. We have used cosine similarity measure instead of simple string comparison operations to accommodate all small textual variations in the raw scraped data.
Cosine Similarity Metric: Similarity metrics are the class of textual based metrics resulting in a similarity or dissimilarity (distance) score between two text strings. A string metric provides a floating point number indicating the level of similarity based on plain lexicographic match. For example, similarity between the strings orange and range can be considered to be much more than the string apple and orange by using Similarity metrics. 
DATA SCRAPING ALGORITHMS
Data accumulation and preprocessing are crucial parts of any research requiring a huge and reliable data source to work upon. Depending on the data requirement, various options are available gain access to this data. For instance, one can acquire data regarding scientific journals and articles with a single click from web-sites like SciMago, or write their own scripts which retrieves data regarding the articles and journals required from the official sites of the publishers itself. Despite appearing easier, the first option of directly downloading data from 3rd party websites leads to a factor of data inconsistency or incompleteness of the data. Hence, it is a better practice to get the data from the original publisher websites
In order to meet our requirements, it was decided to write a web scraping script in Python Language to scrape information regarding ACM journals and articles directly from their digital library. This decision, even though provided the surety of accurate and complete data, provided several other hurdles along the way. A web-scraping script works by getting the page source code of a web page which for an average website contains the data presented by the browser. In such a case, getting required data from a page become the task of merely identifying the path of html tags (code components) which ultimately present the data, and letting your script crawl through them to get the data. ACM made this tedious, but not so complicated, task a horrifyingly difficult one as it was discovered that the data was being dynamically fetched when the initial web-page had loaded. This is a problem as when a web crawling script requests for a web page, only the primitive code is fetched and not the completely processed code which might be generated by a browser if there is code to be processed dynamically. Automating the task of figuring out the dynamically made requests and generating the same requests by the web-scraping script took some time effort. After successfully being able to code a script to scrape the website, we decided to let it run from a dedicated server to scrape the entire website, only to discover that they have an IP load balancer with extremely scrutinized request limit. Only after a couple of issues of a journal, the IP was blocked for 12 hours. The task of scraping one journal, let alone 40 seemed a lot more time consuming now. We had to deploy 8 independent nodes to run the script simultaneously in order to complete the task in a span of 3 weeks. Another issue discovered while scraping was there were many inconsistencies and variations in the way the
International Collaboration Ratio : 6
International collaboration accounts for the articles that have been produced by researchers from several countries. In order to compute this parameter, we first extracted the country information of the journal and then the author affiliations for each one of the published articles in that journal. Every author's country is matched with the country of publishing journal. Ratio is calculated on the basis of weights assigned to different combination of authors affiliation and origin of the publishing journal.
Algorithm 6 shows computation of International Collaboration
Ratio of a journal. Here, we look for collaboration between two or more scholars with affiliating institutes in different countries. We will pick primary/first listed affiliation while computing international collaboration. This will filter cases where a person may have multiple affiliations. We scrape the data of multiple affiliations (Algorithm 7) from the websites but consider only the primary (first listed) institute in the computation of international collaboration.
Computation of the internationality weight of an article ased on the combination, deduce the weight of the article from a predefined values for a given combination. We form a set of all the different countries that the authors belong to. Another set of all the authors. If all the authors don't belong to the same country(mod(Set of different countries) != 1) then wt(article) = mod(Set of different countries)/mod(Set of all the authors) otherwise wt(article)=0.
Algorithm 7 illustrates steps to fetch author affiliations of an article. Data from an article's url is scraped to obtain author name and respective affiliations. We extract all the affiliations in case of multiple affiliations for an author. results of one such article are in the as shown below
To extract the affiliation from the entire string, we first split the string into list of all its words and remove the author name. Onwards convert it into lower case and replace all "underscore" with "blank space". (note-The stringswithlength > 75, have the department name along with institute name), af-filiation_words might contains all the words synonym with "university" and "institute" in different languages, like "uni-versidade","universitat"etc.
Hence we extract the strings before and after this and check if it is a institution using Google Geo location API as per algorithm 9. Algorithm 9 uses the output from the API to determine the country and city information of the institution. 1
RESULTS OF MINIMUM ERROR RATE CLASSIFIER
Let us define frequently used metrics to judge the efficacy of the classifier. We then proceed to report the results in terms of those metrics. 
Other-Citation Quotient Computation
Self-citation (Algorithm 4) is defined as a citation where the citing and the cited paper share at least one author. Other-Citation is the complement of self-citation/total citations, i.e 1 -self_citation/total citations. Algorithm 4 provides the skeleton of self-citation computation for an article in a journal. The denominator, total citations, is already computed by parsing web sources. The key to computing Other-Citations Quotient is to calculate self-citations. For this, we first scrape all the cited papers for the input article name (line 1). Then for each one of these cited papers check if it shares at least one common author name with the input article. If true then we increment the self-citation count (lines 3 and 4). By adding all the individual self-citation counts for every article in a journal, we will get the total self-citations count for a journal (line 5 in Algorithm 3).
Non-Local Influence Quotient ( NLIQ ) -Algorithm 5
Influence is termed as a factor which causes a paper to be cited by other papers. Non-local refers to the fact that some citations originate from different journals; that is, not from the same journal in which the cited paper is published in. Thus, Non-Local Influence Quotient (NLIQ) is defined as follows, Let A be the number of citations made from articles in one journal X to articles belonging to a number of different journals. Let B be the number of citations from articles in journal X to articles in the same journal, X. Then, for a given journal, we have:
Non -Local Influence Quotient = + A A B
It must be stressed that other-citations are uniquely different from non-local influence. Namely, an other-citation occurs when a paper cites another paper where no authors are in common. On the other hand, non-local influence is the number of citations made from one paper in a given journal, to a number of different journals -divided by the total number of citations.
The tables show constant trend in accuracy, sensitivity and specificity over varied sizes of train and test data. This is a testimony for the stability of the classifier.
The results found indicate various remedial metrics values and classify journals as national and international. Two journals were found to be tagged as "international" but our classifier labeled it as "national". On further investigation it was found that "internationality" is simply a tag based on country belongingness and does not indicate any measure to the "quality"of work done or collaboration effort made .The results achieved raised two important pointers that further solidify our thought process about the existing doctrine. 2 • Firstly, our metrics are much effective in classifying journals based on the true aspects of the quality of work done. This is extremely motivating for the research community because finally "quality " gets prioritized over other irrelevant factors. [1] The authors observed that the internationality scores are ranging from 0-1, too granular to classify into two groups. The complexity of the classification problem can be further questioned as the granularity in interna-tionality score indicates a demand for a better classification doctrine that can do justice to measuring the " Internationality" tag with qualitative parameters.
• Will a multi-class classification method be a solution to the problems highlighted? The next section further explores this aspect of the solution.
DISCUSSION
It is observed from the previous section that " an international tag" does not make a journal international. The perception about "International Journal of abcd... " being predatory is so strong in the academic community that data evidence is often not required. Indeed, some countries do have cottage industries built around neighborhood publications. These publication houses produce hundreds of so-called "international Journals" with ISSN and few editorial board members from different countries. The two journals in Table 4 Figure 3 Each point on the ROC plot represents a sensitivity/specificity pair corresponding to a particular decision threshold. A test with perfect discrimination (no overlap in the two distributions) has a ROC plot that passes through the upper left corner (100 % sensitivity, 100 1 % specificity). Therefore the closer the ROC plot is to the upper left corner, the higher the overall accuracy of the test, [16] properties. An ROC curve demonstrates several things:
1. It shows the trade off between sensitivity and specificity (any increase in sensitivity will be accompanied by a decrease in specificity).
2. The closer the curve follows the upper-left border of the ROC space, the more accurate the test is.
3. The closer the curve comes to the 45-degree diagonal of the ROC space, the less accurate the test will be.
4.
The area under the curve is a measure of accuracy.
• Sensitivity: Sensitivity is also referred to as the true positive (recognition) rate (i.e., the proportion of positive tuples that are correctly identified).
• Specificity: Specificity is the true negative rate (i.e., the proportion of negative tuples that are correctly identified).
1 : Source of scraped data : Additional file Since c = 1 is the trivial case, c = 2, the binary classification problem is the smallest of all non-trivial c values. Therefore, the probability of error, p(error) w.r.t any value of c > 2 can't be lesser than the probability of error, p(error) c = 2 . Hence the proof. We conclude that, under the minimum error rate classifier scheme, binary classification produces the best error bound. We demonstrate this fact visually.
The graph shows that as 'c', the number of classes, increases the probability of error also increases. It is evident from Figure  4 that binary classification problem has the least error bound under this scheme. Hence as far as "internationality"is concerned, the minimum error rate based Bayes' classification method is difficult to improve. But the question still remains that what if this method fails to support the binarization doctrine? It is evident that the scheme is not able to support the doctrine, as observed from Section 5. The conundrum before us is the following:
• Is the method at fault?
• Is the doctrine flawed?
As demonstrated above via analytical and graphical methods, the error rate classifier method gives the best error bound when "International" a priori turn out to be false positives. There may be two reasons behind this. Either, the scheme (minimum error rate) is not good enough i.e. the deficiency in the machine classification approach is not able to classify the journals appropriately or the bina-rization doctrine based on those supposedly "golden rules" is flawed. The doctrine may not capture the shades of gray between the two classes and may well overlook the granularity present in the manual labeling/ classification of journals. We scrutinize the perception further by including another set of journals chosen carefully from one particular country with distinct labels, international and national attached to all of them (list provided in Tables 7-11 in Appendix I). This is accomplished in the following manner:
• The established theory in the manuscript (ref. sections 4, 5 and 6) is tested on the new set by assuming the efficacy of the method proposed i.e. the minimum error rate classifier.
• We have chosen the new set by collecting names of journals with the tag " International" with other paraphernalia such as ISSN number, some members of the editorial board affiliated to other countries different from the country of publication, articles authored by people from "foreign countries" etc.
• Since the accuracy (theoretical and numerical along with hard error bounds) of our method is beyond reasonable doubt, we subject the method to testing journals with "International" and "National" tags.
• We show that, empirically, some of the so called International journals do not belong to the "International" class and some of the "National" journals are actually international (Tables 7-11 , Appendix I). The misclassification is identified by the discrepancy between original label associated with the journals and true label computed by our method.
• This bolsters our assertion that it is too superficial to assume two classes of journals based on internationality, National and International, namely.
We investigate an important error bound for a multi-class classification. We intend to show that the error bound for the minimum error rate classifier in a binary classification is hard to improve when compared to multi-class (greater than 2) discrimination schemes. It is known that, there are only two classes. Thus, any better method of training the machine so that the observed outcome may reverse is a distant possibility. By the theory of elimination, this directs us to question the credibility of the doctrine! Therefore, let us now explore the suitability of binarization doctrine. The authors pose an interesting question for the research community: "if impact factor and influence has levels then why don't we have levels for "internationality"? Why do we still follow the binarization doctrine? And, if we indeed, need to stick to the doctrine proposed by the Scientometric community, should it really be based on some questionable parameters such as ISSN #, Country of Publication etc ? Should it rather not be based on international influence (the spread and and the rate), international readership, international collaboration, number of international subscriptions and similar measures which could be quantified and normalized across disciplines? We believe that both the doctrine and the governing parameters behind the doctrine are not beyond reasonable doubt! Currently, we assume four remedial metrics NLIQ, ICQ, OCQ and h-index. There are many more metrics that can be given as input and the model has to scale up accordingly. NLIQ may vary widely across domains and this may influence the results of some journals more compared to others. The challenge lies in correctly identifying classification of journals for categorization and count as there is always some overlap across domains.
One may question the authenticity of the metrics proposed and formulated by the authors of this manuscript. To our defense, we state that these metrics have already been peer reviewed for correctness and relevance and published in Scientometrics. [1] It is not unusual to raise doubts about the values of the features/metrics used in the classifier scheme. These may well have been wrong, one might argue, thus affecting the performance of the classifier and outcome. We state categorically that accuracy of these feature values has been cross-checked with authentic data collection sites (e.g. www.scimagojr.com and Google scholar). This should dispel any doubt regarding the authenticity of the data scraped and used. This leaves the doctrine, the common wisdom and practices open to rigorous scrutiny. Section 5-8 present a strong case for investigating the journal internationality problem S25 from a different perspective. We note that the average accuracy of classification under the binary scheme is 87% and it is difficult to improve upon that statistic. Therefore, instead of attempting to classify journals into National and International, we propose a new paradigm. We call this "granules/ levels" of journal internationality. Under this paradigm, the internationality of journals is divided into three levels, high, medium and low, thereby imparting the subtle angle the problem deserves to have. We proceed to the methodology of such classification in the next section by iterating our assertion that binary classification of journal in-ternationality does not do justice to the complexity of the problem. We show that the method achieves better accuracy in new classification schemes. This is a testimony of empirical evidence that our proposed scheme is fairer and measured compared to the binarization doctrine. This, we believe, is a disruptive change, in the study of internationality of perreviewed journals.
INTERNATIONALITY CLASSIFICATION BASED ON UNIFIED GRANULAR NEURAL NETWORKS
A conventional Neural Network, though a powerful classification tool, becomes inefficient and complex when it has to The key idea behind the technique is to generate group of fuzzy granules for enhancing the transparency of the input. The fuzzy granulation can be Class-Supportive (CS) and Non-Class Supportive(NCS). CS granulation is used when data set for classification has overlapping classes. In the second phase, the informative fuzzy granules are used to train the network using back propagation algorithm. The trained network is utilized for extraction of rules using Kasabov Rules Extraction(KRE) method. GNN's are derived using these extracted rules. These GNN's are not fully connected and the node-to-node connection is based on the derived rule. The fourth phase combines the GNN's and the final class label of the input pattern is obtained via consensus decisions of Table 8 .
CONCLUSION
Classification of journals using the existing parameters has been an open problem in the field of Scientometrics since long. The authors of this paper attempt to break the glass ceiling of classifying journals as "international" and "national" and also dispel the binarization doctrine using adequate proofs and results. It is observed during the course of this work that Classifying journals cannot be a binary classification problem because of the granularity it deals with. The approach adopted was to question the Binarization doctrine. To begin with, a lot of research went into finding out the existing mechanism of classification of journals. Subsequently, a huge lacunae is discovered as no specific parameters or metrics could quantify "internationality" at journal level. This thought evoked the process of adding remedial metrics like NLIQ, ICQ, H-index and OC. Exclusive Scraping algorithms are written to find metric information from the web. This required scrutinizing of web pages at journal level and even further. Data acquisition of journal names, origin, article names, author names and their affiliations were the first few steps in tailoring the parameters of NLIQ, ICQ and IC. The values of these indicators are successfully implemented and cross validated in earlier work. [1] Data acquisition and Processing are therefore significant contributions of the paper and results have been added in appendix.
Once the data set was ready, the next challenge was how to attack the premises of "internationality" as binary classification problem owing to its granularity. The entire paper works on two tracks that is "the problem" and "method adopted". Bayesian classification was the adopted approach to solve this 2-class problem where linearly separable and Shapiro-wilk test were applied on the data set of 42 journals, 20 national and 22 international to prove that the samples x 1 ,x 2 ...x n are from a normally distributed population. Further, four remedial metrics (NLIQ, ICQ, OC and H-index) were given as input to the feature vector and we applied multivariate normal distribution. Finally, the minimum error rate classifier was used to classify the journals on the basis of values of these features. The classifier shows 80%-90% accuracy. Also, the probability of error in two class problem is the least making it the most suitable approach to be followed. This validated the first part of the problem. Now, few interesting observations were made while classifying journals (listed in table 4). where frequently listed as "national" by our classifier but actually they are "international" by name. The doctrine of "binarization" was first ac- cepted and even with reasonably good accuracy and modified features, contradictory results were observed. Hence it validates our assertion that since "the method" adopted was correct with results to prove it, the problem was with the "binary doctrine"itself i.e "the problem".
The authors in [13] have devised an explicit scoring scheme by exploiting models in production economics. The paper didn't propose any classification scheme but when the internationality scores of more than 200 journals were plotted using a singleparameter histogram, it was observed that the scores do not fit into a unambiguous binary discrimination. This was the empirical evidence that journal international-ity is too simple to be disseminated as a binary classification problem. This lays the foundation of the present manuscript. The authors humbly put across all data, experimental models and results for further judgment to the academic community. We firmly believe that "internationality" cannot be a binary classification problem and there must be a more granular understanding to it. Since parameters like "Influence" and "impact" are measured in levels of low and high, a novel approach to classify "internationality" similarly can be explored. Our Argument in a nutshell is the following: Instead of categorizing journals in two classes, multi class discrimination is a more reasonable and scientific approach so that young researchers know the
